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Digital credentialDigital credential 
�� Digital credential is signed by the issuer with a digital signatDigital credential is signed by the issuer with a digital signatureure 

schemescheme 
zz To certify the credential holderTo certify the credential holder 

�� Digital signature schemeDigital signature scheme 
zz Signing uses the private keySigning uses the private key 
zz Verification uses the public keyVerification uses the public key 

Bob is a universityBob is a university 
professorprofessor 

Public keyPublic key 

Private keyPrivate key 

BobBob 
UniversityUniversity’s signatures signature 

Public keyPublic key 

Private keyPrivate key 

BobBob’s credentials credential 

UniversityUniversity 

The credential can be verifiedThe credential can be verified 
against universityagainst university’s public keys public key 

Motivation: Anonymous authorizationMotivation: Anonymous authorization 

Bank 

�� Group signature schemesGroup signature schemes 
zz [[ChaumChaum vanvan HeijstHeijst 9191,, AtenieseAteniese CamenischCamenisch JoyeJoye TsudikTsudik 0000,, BonehBoneh 

BoyenBoyen ShachamShacham 0404,, CamenischCamenisch LysyanskayaLysyanskaya 0404]] 
zz Support anonymitySupport anonymity 

Bank cashiers 

2. Request to sign 
Cashier’s check 

1. Certify membership 

3. Authorization 
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Delegation
Delegation

Delegation
Delegation

Motivation:Motivation: AggergationAggergation 

1. Request 
2. Authorization 

3. Authorization4. Authorization 

[[BonehBoneh GentryGentry ShachamShacham Lynn 03Lynn 03]] 

Our goal: Aggregate anonymous signaturesOur goal: Aggregate anonymous signatures 

�� Signing anonymitySigning anonymity 

�� Signature aggregationSignature aggregation 

Aggregate 
SignatureSignatures 

AggregateAggregate 
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Anonymous authorization chainAnonymous authorization chain 

1. Request 
2. Authorization 

3. Authorization4. Authorization 

Our anonymousOur anonymous--signer aggregate (ASA)signer aggregate (ASA) 
signature schemesignature scheme 

�� Goals: (1) role member signs anonymously (2) signatureGoals: (1) role member signs anonymously (2) signature 
aggregationaggregation 

�� PropertiesProperties 
zz AggregationAggregation: Bob: Bob’’s signature can be added with Alices signature can be added with Alice’’ss 
zz UnforgeabilityUnforgeability: No one can forge a valid signature without being a: No one can forge a valid signature without being a 

role memberrole member 
zz AnonymityAnonymity: No one can tell that a signature is signed by Bob: No one can tell that a signature is signed by Bob 
zz UnlinkabilityUnlinkability: No one can tell that two signatures are from the: No one can tell that two signatures are from the 

same signersame signer 
zz ExculpabilityExculpability (non(non--framing)framing): No one can sign on behalf of Bob: No one can sign on behalf of Bob 
zz TraceabilityTraceability: The role manager can revoke Bob: The role manager can revoke Bob’’s anonymitys anonymity 
zz CollusionCollusion--resistanceresistance: Collusion does not affect the security: Collusion does not affect the security 

�� Our approach:Our approach: oneone--time signing key of Bob is atime signing key of Bob is a 
randomized longrandomized long--term private key of histerm private key of his 
zz Based on BGLS aggregate signature [Based on BGLS aggregate signature [BonehBoneh GentryGentry ShachamShacham 

Lynn 03Lynn 03]] 
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Aggregate signature schemeAggregate signature scheme 
�� Aggregate signature scheme [Aggregate signature scheme [BonehBoneh GentryGentry ShachamShacham Lynn 03Lynn 03]] 

zz The size of signatures and public keys 170 bits with securityThe size of signatures and public keys 170 bits with security 
comparable to 1024 bit RSA and 320 bit DSA schemescomparable to 1024 bit RSA and 320 bit DSA schemes 

�� Verification is linear in the number of individual signaturesVerification is linear in the number of individual signatures 

BobBobPKPK11,SK,SK11 AliceAlicePKPK22,SK,SK22 PKPK33,SK,SK33 

SignSign mm11 

SS11 

SignSign mm22 

SS22 SS33 

Bob aggregates + + =Bob aggregates + + 

How to make the aggregate signature scheme support anonymity?How to make the aggregate signature scheme support anonymity? 

SignSign mm33 

EveEve 

SS22SS11 SS33 SSAA 

An attempt to support anonymity using theAn attempt to support anonymity using the 
existing aggregate signaturesexisting aggregate signatures 

�� Signers sign with certified oneSigners sign with certified one--time signing keystime signing keys 

Does not satisfy the nonDoes not satisfy the non--framing requirement!framing requirement! 

Cashier picks (one-time) pub/private key pair 

One-time member certificate 

Bank admin 

Authenticates and sends 
Certifies 
with aggregate 
signatureSm 

Sm 

Signs and aggregates 

Please sign my check 

Sc 
+ Sa 

Verifies 
with signing keys 

Sa 

Pub key 

Private Key 
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Our solution: anonymousOur solution: anonymous--signer aggregatesigner aggregate 
signature schemesignature scheme 

�� Signing key has two partsSigning key has two parts 
zz LongLong-term public key certified by CAterm public key certified by CA 
zz Random oneRandom one-time secrettime secret 
zz CombinedCombined to become the signing keyto become the signing key 

�� SupportsSupports 
zz Signature aggregationSignature aggregation 
zz Anonymous authorizationAnonymous authorization 

�� Based on the aggregate signature schemeBased on the aggregate signature scheme [[BonehBoneh GentryGentry 
ShachamShacham Lynn 03Lynn 03]] 

�� Standard assumptions for pairingStandard assumptions for pairing--based cryptographybased cryptography 

Overview: AnonymousOverview: Anonymous--signer aggregatesigner aggregate 
signature schemesignature scheme 

LongLong-termterm 
publicpublic-keykey 

PublicPublic-key certificatekey certificate 

Trusted thirdTrusted third-partyparty 

CertifiesCertifies 
with aggregatewith aggregate 
signaturesignatureCCkk 

OneOne-timetime 
secretsecret 

OneOne-time member certificatetime member certificate 

Bank adminBank admin 

CertifiesCertifies 
with aggregatewith aggregate 
signaturesignatureSSmm 

Cannot frame othersCannot frame others 

CombineCombine 

SSmmAggregatesAggregates 

Please sign my checkPlease sign my check 

SScc + =+ SSaa 

VerifiesVerifies 
with signing keywith signing key 

SSaaSigns withSigns with 
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Entities and Operations in Our SchemeEntities and Operations in Our Scheme 

�� EntitiesEntities 
zz Role manager (cashier in this talk)Role manager (cashier in this talk) 
zz Role member (bank admin in this talk)Role member (bank admin in this talk) 

�� Setup: Each entity chooses longSetup: Each entity chooses long-term public/private key pairterm public/private key pair 
�� Join: A user becomes a role memberJoin: A user becomes a role member 

zz ObtainsObtains membership certificatesmembership certificates 
�� Sign: An entity signs on behalf of the roleSign: An entity signs on behalf of the role 

zz Operation Sign produces aOperation Sign produces a role signaturerole signature 
�� Aggregate: Multiple role signatures are aggregatedAggregate: Multiple role signatures are aggregated 
�� Verify: Aggregate role signatures are verifiedVerify: Aggregate role signatures are verified 
�� Open: A role manager revokes the anonymity of a signer byOpen: A role manager revokes the anonymity of a signer by 

revealing his or her identityrevealing his or her identity 

Some math about the operationsSome math about the operations 

Private keyPrivate key ssuu 

Public keyPublic key PPuu = ssuuππ 

OneOne-time signing secrettime signing secret xxuu 

OneOne-time signing public keytime signing public key ssuuxxuuππ 

ππ Public parameterPublic parameter 

Sm 
ssaa H( )H( ) 

Private keyPrivate key ssaa 

Public key PPublic key Paa = ssaaππ 

CertifiesCertifies 

ObtainsObtains 

Sa 
VerifiesVerifies 

Sc 
SignatureSignature ssuuxxuu H(mH(m)) 

+ 

Sa 

Sc Sm 
AggregatesAggregatesSa 

Role signature; may beRole signature; may be 
aggregated further with othersaggregated further with others 

Framing is hardFraming is hard –– equivalent to computationalequivalent to computational DiffieDiffie--HellmanHellman ProblemProblem 
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SecuritySecurity 
Our anonymousOur anonymous-signer aggregate signature schemesigner aggregate signature scheme 
satisfies the following requirements:satisfies the following requirements: 

correctness,correctness, 
unforgeabilityunforgeability,, 
anonymity,anonymity, 
unlinkabilityunlinkability,, 
traceability,traceability, 
nonnon--framing,framing, 
coalitioncoalition--resistance,resistance, 
and aggregationand aggregation 

assumingassuming 
random oracle model, bilinear map, and gap groups.random oracle model, bilinear map, and gap groups. 

NonNon--framing propertyframing property 

�� Our scheme protects a cashier from being framed byOur scheme protects a cashier from being framed by 
anyone including bank adminanyone including bank admin 

�� Consider a simple attack by an adminConsider a simple attack by an admin 
zz Picks randomPicks random x*x* andand s*s* and usesand uses x*s*x*s* to signto sign 

�� Admin cannot misattribute a signature to a cashierAdmin cannot misattribute a signature to a cashier uu 
zz uu with pub keywith pub key PPuu == ssuuππ 
zz e(se(s*x**x*ππ,, ππ)) ≠≠ e(Pe(Puu, x*, x*ππ)) 

�� In general, framing is equivalent toIn general, framing is equivalent to 
zz ComputingComputing bbππ, given, given qq,, aaππ, and, and ccππ such thatsuch that 

abab = c= c modmod qq 

known equivalence to CDH problem [Chen Zhang Kim 03]known equivalence to CDH problem [Chen Zhang Kim 03] 
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AnonymousAnonymous--signer aggregate (ASA)signer aggregate (ASA) 
signature summarysignature summary 

�� Assumptions:Assumptions: computationcomputation DiffieDiffie-HellmanHellman problem is hard, decisionproblem is hard, decision 
DiffieDiffie-HellmanHellman problem is easy; existence of an admissible pairing.problem is easy; existence of an admissible pairing. 

�� TheoremTheorem Join takesJoin takes O(kO(k), where k is the number of one), where k is the number of one-time signingtime signing 
keys certified. Verify takes O(n), where n is the number of signkeys certified. Verify takes O(n), where n is the number of signaturesatures 
aggregated.aggregated. 

�� TheoremTheorem Our ASA signature scheme is as secure as the BGLSOur ASA signature scheme is as secure as the BGLS 
aggregate signature scheme against existential forgery attacks.aggregate signature scheme against existential forgery attacks. 

�� TheoremTheorem Our ASA signature scheme from bilinear pairings in gapOur ASA signature scheme from bilinear pairings in gap 
groups preserves anonymity, traceability, andgroups preserves anonymity, traceability, and exculpabilityexculpability in thein the 
random oracle model.random oracle model. 

�� UnlinkabilityUnlinkability and collusionand collusion-resistance follow as corollaries.resistance follow as corollaries. 

An application: Anonymous roleAn application: Anonymous role--basedbased 
delegationdelegation 

The access to the digT italhe access to the digital 
library at a hospital is controlledlibrary at a hospital is controlled 

Bob is a universityBob is a university 
professor and can accessprofessor and can access 

Bob can accessBob can access 

Researchers at a companyResearchers at a company 
collaborate with Bobcollaborate with Bob 

Need to accessNeed to access 

CollaborateCollaborate 

Engineers at a labEngineers at a lab 
collaborate with researcherscollaborate with researchers 

Need to accessNeed to access 

CollaborateCollaborate 

HospitalHospital’s policys policy 

UniversityUniversity profprof. can access. can access 
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Another application: ProtectingAnother application: Protecting 
whistleblowerwhistleblower 

�� Protects the identity of whistleblowersProtects the identity of whistleblowers 
zz The verifier only knows that the whistleblower is a certified FBThe verifier only knows that the whistleblower is a certified FBII 

agent or a New York Times reporteragent or a New York Times reporter 

�� Supports efficiently certification of a series of reportsSupports efficiently certification of a series of reports 

Signed reports ofSigned reports of whistleblower(swhistleblower(s)) 

Enron scandal: day 101Enron scandal: day 101 

Enron scandal: day 102Enron scandal: day 102 

Enron scandal: day 103Enron scandal: day 103 

Aggregated signatureAggregated signature 
…… 

SS22 

SS11 

SS33 

SSAA 

ForwardForward--Secure Hierarchical IDSecure Hierarchical ID--BasedBased 
Encryption SchemeEncryption Scheme 

Joint work with NellyJoint work with Nelly FazioFazio (IBM Research),(IBM Research), YevgeniyYevgeniy DodisDodis 
(NYU), Anna(NYU), Anna LysyanskayaLysyanskaya (Brown University)(Brown University) 

Some other IBESome other IBE-related work that I did:related work that I did: 
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Why need forwardWhy need forward--secure Hierarchical IBE?secure Hierarchical IBE? 
�� In HIBE, exposure of parent privateIn HIBE, exposure of parent private 

keys compromises childrenkeys compromises children’’s keyss keys 
�� ForwardForward-secure HIBE mitigates keysecure HIBE mitigates key 

exposureexposure 
�� Forward securityForward security 

zz [Gunther 89] [Diffie Oorschot Wiener[Gunther 89] [Diffie Oorschot Wiener 
92] [Anderson 97] [Bellare Miner 99]92] [Anderson 97] [Bellare Miner 99] 
[[AbdallaAbdalla ReyzinReyzin 00] [Malkin00] [Malkin 
Micciancio Miner 02] [Canetti HaleviMicciancio Miner 02] [Canetti Halevi 
Katz 03]Katz 03] 

zz Secret keys are evolved with timeSecret keys are evolved with time 
zz Compromising current key does NOTCompromising current key does NOT 

compromise past communicationscompromise past communications 

Bob 

Math 

Alice 

School 

CS 

sεε 

Time 

Safe 

Compromise 

Overview of our fsOverview of our fs--HIBE schemeHIBE scheme 

�� Based on HIBE [Based on HIBE [Gentry Silverberg 02Gentry Silverberg 02] and fs] and fs-PKE [PKE [CanettiCanetti 
Halevi Katz 03Halevi Katz 03] schemes] schemes 

�� Scalable, efficient, and provable secureScalable, efficient, and provable secure 
zz Forward securityForward security 
zz Dynamic joinsDynamic joins 
zz JoiningJoining-time obliviousnesstime obliviousness 
zz Collusion resistanceCollusion resistance 

�� Security based on Bilinear DiffieSecurity based on Bilinear Diffie-Hellman assumption [BFHellman assumption [BF 
01] and random oracle model [01] and random oracle model [Bellare Rogaway 93Bellare Rogaway 93]] 
zz ChosenChosen-ciphertext secure against adaptiveciphertext secure against adaptive-chosenchosen-(ID(ID-tuple,tuple, 

time) adversarytime) adversary 
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Security of fsSecurity of fs--HIBEHIBE 

�� “Security definitionsSecurity definitions” 
zz Secure for past communications of compromised nodesSecure for past communications of compromised nodes 
zz Secure for ancestor nodesSecure for ancestor nodes 
zz Secure for sibling nodesSecure for sibling nodes 

�� Security based on hardness of BDH problem and random oracle modeSecurity based on hardness of BDH problem and random oracle modell 
�� TheoremTheorem Suppose there is an adaptive adversary ASuppose there is an adaptive adversary A 

zz εε:: advantage against oneadvantage against one-way secure fsway secure fs-HIBEHIBE 
zz hh:: level of some target IDlevel of some target ID-tupletuple 
zz l = logl = log22NN andand NN is theis the total number of time periodstotal number of time periods 
zz HH11,, HH22:: random oraclesrandom oracles 
zz qqH2H2:: number of hash queries made to hash function Hnumber of hash queries made to hash function H22 

zz qqEE:: number of hash queries made to lowernumber of hash queries made to lower-level setup querieslevel setup queries 
zz then there exists an algorithm B that solves BDH problem with adthen there exists an algorithm B that solves BDH problem with advantagevantage 

h + lh + l 
e(2lqe(2lqEE + h + l)+ h + l)(( )

(h+l)/2(h+l)/2εε 11 
22nn –– ) qqH2H2// 
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